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Introduction
Human rights and humanitarian norms are believed as appropriate state behavior and this is state responsibility to protect human rights as agreed on international community 1 . Usually, during conflict there are many human rights violence cases occur such as using force in doing so. Many countries on behalf of international regime form peace keeping to humanitarian intervention to protect civilian on conflict zone. However, humanitarian intervention does not always promote human rights although the idea is to protect human rights in conflict but to some extend human rights becomes ignorance in humanitarian intervention.
However, there is a dilemma between sovereignty and humanitarian intervention. A state cannot involve in other states internal affairs due to respect to sovereignty. On the other hand, this is state responsibility to protect (R2P) individual human rights. As a result, some states do not want to involve in humanitarian intervention in a state conflict. However, because of moral reason and pressure from international community, sometimes state has to put sovereignty in second place and do humanitarian intervention to keep peace in the world and exercise human rights. Then, there would be a question, why finally a state wants to join in humanitarian intervention?
China is one of states that finally join humanitarian intervention in Darfur and give good respond in this case if compare to international humanitarian involvement in conflict in Kosovo, Rwanda and other countries, include conflict in Darfur before 2007 2 . China tends to stand on sovereignty and abstain in United Nation Security Council in every voting about UN humanitarian intervention 3 . China is also known with many human rights cases in its internal. Many reports in UN commission reported about China human rights violence 4 . However, china involves in humanitarian intervention in Darfur and to some extend also promote human rights in here. There is actually difference between humanitarian intervention and human rights. This essay will answer the questions why state join humanitarian intervention and promote human rights from constructivism and what is difference between them.
This essay argues that China's behavior changes to support humanitarian intervention and human rights by joining peace keeping operations because receive international pressure and its willingness to act as international norm accepted by most countries as international community member. There is also norm process that China faced to accept the norms, at this level China is in norm cascade stage. Moreover, this situation requires changing in china's identity and interest in adopting the norm. Wendt argues that, state can change its behavior, identity and interest due to impression from international community that constructed their shared idea and vice versa 5 .
Constructivism analyses the relation between structure, norm, and actor 6 . Constructivism sees actors and structure is not stable and fix and also influence each other. Actor acts or interacts in its behavior or develops its identity and interest with others in international system based on norm occurs in the society. In other words, actor's behavior defined by social structure through its norm. On the other hand, actor can develop new norm in its structure while interact with other and influence or change the structure 7 .According to Wendt's theory on the relationship among identity, interest, and behavior, an actor's identity affects its interest, interest is rooted in identity, and identities and interests determine states' behavior that constructed by domestic politics and international system. Further he argues that identity can be produced through interaction and how states threat others from norm that develop or exist 8 . In an effort to achieve these interests state attempt to persuade others. They create affecting a norm cascade-, a step where states adopt norms due to international pressure although there is no pressure from domestic.
As a result state is drawing on the moral, legal and the constitutional normative context as well as material power they attempt to establish a legitimate norm that can be accepted in international community 9 . Further, interest is not material in constructivism but intersubjectivity. Interest of states will be created when they interact with other states in international system and its interest can change from time to time depend on their interaction. When a state interacts with others, to some extend it will shape what behavior and role they should play and how the state act will be influenced by others that's called as intersubjectivity. That is why in constructivist, it is said interest is created from intersubjectivity.
There are three stages in norm cycle to influence actor in international community; emergence, cascade and internalization 10 . Norm emerges or known as norm entrepreneurs is a norm promoted actively by actor with appropriate behavior. In second stage there is norm cascade. This is when numbers of actors has implemented the norm in previous stage. At this point, norm entrepreneurs reach a 'tipping point'. In this situation state can receive the norm and there is no pressure from domestic. Usually, state also determines its interest and behavior based on the norm that has be cascaded 11 . However, there is still number of country that cannot receive this norm, and consider to apply the norm, they are not internalized. Finally norm reaches final stage that internalization and norm are not questioned and received 6 14 . One of the ways to gain legitimation is by having the same identity with others in international system so they legitimate as friend. This is also will be easier to state to pursue its interest because they interact with their friend as they have the same identity than interact with their enemy which have different norm and identity in international system. Moreover, in order to accept a norm globally and implement appropriately, norm is not always promoted by state. There is international organization and social movement which also promote the same value about the norm 15 . They become an agent that pressure state to accept particular norm and promote it within the state. For example, there are many NGOs who operate in particular country aiming to promote several norms in international community to a country where they operate. For example, there is human rights in China (HRIC) as non-governmental organization who promote about human rights in China to raise China attention about human rights problem in China and how to respect about it. To make a state accept a norm usually the can do pressure to state, guide a state to ratify particular convention so there is a legal basis for state to act based on norm they adopt through the agreement and then monitor compliance with international standard. Here, constructivism also sees non state actors as an influent agent who interacts in international system. and Allen Buchanan in Herta(2013) . Humanitarian intervention defines as an activity undertaken by state, a group within a states or an international organization which use force aimed at preventing or ending widespread and grave violations of the fundamental human rights of individuals others than its own citizens, without the permission of the state within whose territory force is applied. This definition emphasizes whether states may use force to protect human rights 17 .
The purpose of humanitarian intervention cannot separate from promoting human rights.
States join humanitarian intervention to stop human rights violation that usually faced by civilian in conflict, such as humanitarian intervention programs provide humanitarian aid, resettlement of civilians, and other cases to reduce human rights violations cases. For example 250,000 Sudanese refugees surviving in camps in eastern Chad assisted by humanitarian intervention that before they were likely to be killed because they had not fled the fighting.
18
However, humanitarian intervention cannot separate from use of force that can trigger human rights violation as well. Althoughthe aim of humanitarian intervention is to promote human rights sometimes it can cause opposite effect. Humanitarian intervention uses impartiality and neutrality principle 19 that aid is delivered based on basic need without considering the party who received it whether they are political or military recipient and the aid will not affect the balance of power. However, in practice humanitarian aid delivered by humanitarian intervention troops influence balance of power and trigger bigger conflict. As a result, more human rights violations faced by civilian because of conflict. For example, in 1993 in Somalia's conflict, during "black Hawk Down" incident, U.S and UN troops that supposed to be humanitarian intervention troops and reduce the conflict, killed at least 500 Somalis on and as many as 1,500 during the rest of the mission that more than halfof them women and children 20 In Bosnia, 1995,US troops backed Croatianand Bosnian Muslim forces to block aggression from Slobodan Milosevic. These forces influenced the balance of power of party in conflict and cause big number of human rights violations faced by other parties.
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China in Humanitarian Intervention Conflict in Darfur
Conflict in Darfur exploded in 2003 and has been killed about 300,000 people and 2,5 million its citizen become refugee 22 . Seeing this conflict United Nation Security Council thinks the importance of international community to intervene to solve the conflict. As a result, since 17 However, this resolution and other resolutions do not stop conflict in Darfur although China has been involved in humanitarian intervention. It is believed that from international perception China's relation with Sudan slows down to end the conflict 24 . There is a relation between china energy security and supporting conflict in Sudan. China buys two-third Sudanese crude oil to fulfil its energy security and Sudan spend its majority budgets to import weapons from China especially during conflict 25 .
China is sensitive about sovereignty. China believes that international community should respect the principle of sovereignty and non-intervene in internal state affairs in any condition. This country has bad history about external affairs intervention such as Tiananmen crisis in 1989 where external party entered to china in the name of human rights and democracy but brought negative effects to China. However, china does not want to isolate from the international system, as a member of international system China has to apply norms that accepted in its community to be its part. One of the norms is human rights.
To implement China behavior as the international system member indicating China also apply the same norm, China finally passed the resolution 1769. China wants to see as a country that respect to human rights through humanitarian. As a result, from 2007, china also actively involves to resolve conflict in Sudan. Besides send its police and army to peacekeeping, China also negotiates with Sudanese Government to stop the conflict, give pressure to Sudan government, and other actions.
Analyzing from constructivism, there is reason why China finally voted in 1769 resolution and involved in humanitarian intervention if before China tent to abstain in voting about humanitarian intervention in UNSC. As constructivist explains, state can change its behavior and identity due to interaction in international system to achieve its interest 26 . Here, China faced the same situation in international system. International system give pressure to China by blaming China because partnering with Sudan for oil and do not give economic sanction for Sudan in abusing human right. Social movements also give pressure and ask China to change its behavior. Human rights activists, NBA athletes, US congressmen threatened will 27 . As a result, to achieve its interest because at the time China has to secure its energy and many of its citizen have oil business in Sudan that China has to protect and have to make sure the success of Olympics, China had to change its behavior to Sudan from abstain to vote in UN and give pressure in economy to Khartoum to let UN peacekeeping operation in Sudan. 28 This situation indicates that China is in stage of "norm cascade" while respect to human rights is seen as an act done by good countries and require others to act the same but is not something taken for granted. There is still question on what behavior is appropriate. May be to some extent China has agreed and received human rights as a norm proven by China actively contribute to send aid to area in conflict behind United Nations 29 but China still question is humanitarian intervention good behavior in human rights while there is a dilemma between sovereignty and humanitarian intervention.
In order to maintain its name and continue to interact and pursue its interest, China has to receive the norm and the idea to change its behavior although before China did not want to put humanitarian intervention above sovereignty. If China still exists in its norm to ignore humanitarian intervention and stay on sovereignty, China cannot achieve its interest because of pressure from international community. International Community cannot allow China to interact with them as having different identity. As a result, China has to change its primary norm to be a country who also respect to humanitarian intervention. This is not a single and short process, in order to promote this idea and norm, international community has to promote, act and give pressure to others to receive the norm promoted.
Besides to secure its interest, and as a process to receive norm in stage of norm cascade, China's reason to accept humanitarian intervention and act more to Darfur because of reputation. Finnemore and Sikkink argue that reputation is the motivation for a state to accept international norm. 30 The norm of respecting human rights has become respect highly in the international community. So, the countries which participate in this norm that implement through peacekeeping, giving contribution to human rights can receive good reputation.
From this point we can conclude that, international system is something dynamic and the value can be intersubjectivity. State decides to receive a norm because there is actor who promotes it through socialization and sanction in order to be received as general norm or internalization. China finally receive and act in humanitarian intervention as an idea of human rights because its interactions with others in its structure. If China cannot practice the 27 China, 18, 2008.P. 160 Humanitarian Intervention from Constructivist Perspective: Case Study of China Peace Keeping Operation in Darfur same norm, china will not be seen as part of international community. Moreover, a state such as china also can change its identity from the one who support sovereignty and give less attention to humanitarian intervention because of this structure and affect its interest while to achieve it, China has to replace the norm and to maintain its reputation.
Journal Of Contemporary
Humanitarian intervention does not always promote human rights while human rights could be done without humanitarian intervention. However, one of the ways to promote human rights is through humanitarian intervention through giving aid, save civilian to stay in camp to avoid kill by fighting party in conflict, empower their rights to stop conflict, and so on.
There are several different humanitarian interventions from human rights in practice. As its name, humanitarian intervention usually did by external party while internal affairs such as civilian in the country or social movement in the country are party suffer in human rights violations during conflict. However, human rights also can be promoted by social movement within country.
Humanitarian intervention cannot be separated from use force or there is military force in humanitarian intervention while human rights do not use force to achieve its aim. Although to promote human rights sometimes international community gives pressure to a target country, they do not use military to force them. Usually they only boycott, protest, and others such as China Olympic case that will be blocked by human rights activist if China did not support humanitarian intervention in Darfur. However, we cannot associate humanitarian intervention always use force, but this activity is still common. We can see that in every humanitarian intervention there is peace keeping troops that bring gun and as explain before sometimes there is conflict between humanitarian intervention troops that cause human rights abuses.
To explain China case in promoting human rights in Sudan from constructivism, can be seen as China acts as norm entrepreneur agent in promoting human rights rather than use humanitarian intervention to achieve its aim and respect to sovereignty. Constructivism sees norm cycle in influencing state behavior and identity. A state can be norm follower, or in level cascade as well norm entrepreneur that a state promote particular norm to others to adopt.
As we know before, China position in human rights is countless compare to other states such as US, that seen human rights as a norm and the obligation to other states to intervene in the name of human rights. Moreover, china also respect the moral of sovereignty.
To promote human rights without intervention and act based on norm that China believe in, in 2006 China initiated to create a hybrid UN-AU force 31 . This is as a respond to the idea that Sudanese and AU rejected outside intervention that means humanitarian intervention created by UN could be useless. This idea is based on China principle that humanitarian intervention cannot be made without consent of sovereignty state target and they respect on 31 Alden, C. China In Africa. Survival, 47,2005.P.150 humanitarian 32 . If we consider human rights through intervention we have to respect the intervened state's sovereignty to achieve our aim. Otherwise, humanitarian intervention can be useless and human rights purposes will not be achieved. This hybrid troops finally can be accepted by Khartoum with the bigger number of African troops than UN troops as their condition. This decision can be received by them because China also influence and pressure Khartoum with economic sanction to stop buying the crude oil and this action was confirmed by Zhai Jun, Chinese diplomat.
33 This is along with Philips in Jokic (2003) believes, If the conflict party disagree with foreign intervention to its country, they can create bigger conflict by abandoning human rights and their own civilian.
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China gives sanction to Sudan to stop buying its crude oil in one side can reduce Sudan income so it can also reduce their budget to buy gun to stop conflict. This sanction, will make Sudan to think twice to create conflict compare to develop its economy. In addition China shows its respect to Sudan sovereignty and Sudan condition about humanitarian intervention that indicate China to ask Sudan to also respect the norm in international community to receive aid and intervention from external. As said before, reputation also play important part in a country accept particular norm. If Sudan wants to show itself as a member of international community, it then will follow the norm occur to them, in this case is accept humanitarian intervention.
Further, China in promoting human rights in Darfur is focusing on develop the citizen rather than intervene the Sudan policy or use force. China since 2008 actively send aid to Sudanese to start their life normally and stop live in camp. China also Show its solidarity to Sudanese government in helping its citizen. China gives portable rooms to Sudanese that can be used as classrooms for school or clinics in hospital. This country also spend 50 million dollars on development projects in Darfur, including 85 km of water pipelines that can be used for drinking water 35 . Moreover, China believes that in promoting human rights we do not have to attach any political condition that can worse condition in Sudan, but we can help them through development project to help Sudanese achieve its rights.
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These new rules provide China with adequate protection against external intervention into internal affairs in the name of human rights. 37 China example on Darfur show us an example how structure and norm influence agent to act and identify its interest and vice versa, how agent change structure. This shows us that in order to promote human rights, humanitarian intervention does not always have to use force. Promoting human rights could be develop or empower citizens to reach their economy rights. Moreover, as long as humanitarian intervention is not influence the balance of power and do not use force for bad purpose, the aid in humanitarian intervention can achieve its aim, save human rights. In addition, China case show us that in international system actor can act as norm follower as norm entrepreneur, in order to gain its identity and interest that can influence the international system structure.
Conclusion
Constructivism sees relation among actor, structure and its behavior. Agent's identity and interest influenced by the norm occurred in international system. So, a state can change the norm that it adopt as a state can promote a norm to be adopted by others. Constructivism sees human rights as a norm that can be promoted by social movement as well countries accept that norm.
Humanitarian intervention is an action taken by a state or a group of states to prevent the conflict condition in particular area that usually use force. Humanitarian intervention is different from human rights although one of the ways to promote human rights is through humanitarian intervention. The difference between humanitarian intervention and promoting human rights is in actor and the way it achieve. Humanitarian is usually promote human rights from external party and could use force while human rights can be promoted by internal and external party in the country. To promote human rights, the promoters can use pressure so the target country can accept the human rights as a norm but in humanitarian intervention, a target is forced to receive the norm. Sometimes, humanitarian intervention can cause human rights violations while many peacekeeping troops join the conflict fight and killed civilian. It means this is not always humanitarian intervention gain human rights.
China is a country that primarily places sovereignty in interaction to human rights therefore this country pays less attention regarding these issues. However, because of the interaction with other countries and maintain its position China has to adopt human rights as one of the primary norms and join humanitarian intervention. In this step China is a norm cascade stage. China receives human rights but still question the appropriate behavior regard the norm. China has to accept the human rights norm because to gain its interest and maintain its reputation and identity in international system. There have been changes in China's identity as well as in the international discourse on international humanitarian intervention, and that China's identity change made itself more concerned about its national image and more sensitive to international human rights and humanitarian norms, which has brought about the changes in China's response to international humanitarian crises. 38 However, China also can act as norm entrepreneur in order to promote its human rights without humanitarian intervention commonly associate with using force. China use economic sanction and economic development to promote human rights in Sudan. As a respect to human rights, China actively distribute aid to Sudan and try to empower its citizen through economy beside 38 TAYLOR, I. 2008. Sino-African Relations and the Problem of Human Rights. African Affairs, 107,2008.p.73 give pressure to Sudan economy in this term stop crude oil business if Sudan does not give attention to human rights abuses in the country.
